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The Autonomy Project 

Onomatopee 43.1

� 6jidcdbn�^h�V�fjVa^in#�6jidcdbn�^h�Vc�VeegdVX]#�6jidcdbn�^h�V�higjXijgZ#�
6jidcdbn�^h�V�idda#�6jidcdbn�^h�V�bZi]dY#�6jidcdbn�^h�^ccViZ#�6jidcdbn�^h�
iV`Zc#�6jidcdbn�^h�V�Æa^cZ�d[�[a^\]iÇ#�6jidcdbn�^h�V�YZhi^cVi^dc#�6jidcdbn�^h�
V�\gdje#�6jidcdbn�^h�Vc�^cY^k^YjVa#�6jidcdbn�^h�hjWiaZ#�6jidcdbn�^h�gVY^XVa#�
6jidcdbn�^h�`cdlaZY\Z#�6jidcdbn�^h�VXi^dc¼6jidcdbn�^h�V�ldgY#�6�ldgY�
l^i]�Vh�bVcn�hncdcnbh�Vh�^i�]Vh�Vcidcnbh#�6cY�^i�^h�i]^h�kVhi�iV\\^c\�XadjY�d[�
edhh^W^a^i^Zh�l]^X]�i]Z�6jidcdbn�Egd_ZXi�V^bh�id�bVe!�^ckZhi^\ViZ!�ldg`�dji�VcY�
ejh]�i]gdj\]#�

� 6�gZ\^dcVa�XdaaVWdgVi^dc�WZilZZc�^chi^iji^dch!�Vgi�eaVi[dgbh!�egdid"ineZ�
dg\Vc^hVi^dch�VcY�^cY^k^YjVa�i]^c`Zgh�VcY�YdZgh!�i]Z�6jidcdbn�Egd_ZXi�WZ\Vc�^c�
'%&%�VcY�l^aa�Xdci^cjZ�jci^a¼lZaa!�jci^a�^i�^h�[^c^h]ZY#�6h�V�\Zcj^cZ�VcY�dc\d^c\�
gZhZVgX]�egd_ZXi�"�^c�i]Z�hZchZ�i]Vi�^i�]Vh�cd�jai^bViZ�\dVa�"�i]Z�6jidcdbn�
Egd_ZXi�hZZ`h�XVhZh!�egVXi^XZh�VcY�eViiZgch�d[�i]dj\]i�]VeeZc^c\�^c�VcY�VgdjcY�
i]Z�CZi]ZgaVcYh!�i]Z�Jc^iZY�@^c\Ydb!�VcY�<ZgbVcn�Â�[dg�i]^h�[^ghi�e]VhZ�Vi�aZVhi�
Â�l]ZgZ�Vjidcdbn!�^c�^ih�kVg^djh�XdchiZaaVi^dch�d[�^ciZgegZiVi^dc!�^h�]VeeZc^c\!�
cdl#�>c�idYVnÇh�cZildg`ZY!�]^\]"iZX]�hdX^Zin�i]Z�[dgbh�i]Vi�Vgi^hi^X�egVXi^XZ�
iV`Zh!�Vh�lZaa�Vh�i]Z�lVn�^c�l]^X]�i]ZhZ�VgZ�bZY^ViZY�dg�iVj\]i!�]VkZ�eji�
VYY^i^dcVa�egZhhjgZ�dc�VgiÇh�ValVnh�egdWaZbVi^X!�ValVnh�eVgVYdm^XVa�Vjidcdbn#�
I]^h�jg\Zci�h^ijVi^dc�l^i]^c�i]Z�^c[gVhigjXijgZ�d[�Vgi�VcY�bdYZgc�hdX^Zin�^cX^iZh�
jh�id�gZYgZhh�Vjidcdbn�^c�cZl�lVnh!�l^i]�cZl��]neZg��kdXVWjaVg^Zh#�Cdi�id�
XdcXajh^kZan�gZ^chiViZ�^i!�Wji�id�egdXZhh�^i!�ldg`�^i�dji�VcY�hZVgX]�[dg�[dgbh�i]Vi�
VgZ�gZaZkVci�idYVn#

� HiZe�Wn�hiZe!�dkZg�i]Z�cZmi�nZVg!�lZ�l^aa�iV`Z�i]Z�XVhZh�lZ�^YZci^[n�VcY�i]Z�
XdciZmi�d[�i]^h�kVhi�[^ZaY�d[�hijYn�^cid�VXXdjci�k^V�^ciZgY^hX^ea^cVgn�X]VccZah#�I]Z�
[^ghi�hiZe�lVh�V�bZZi^c\�^c�BVgX]!�]ZaY�^c�:^cY]dkZc�Vi�i]Z�KVc�6WWZbjhZjb!�
l]ZgZ�V�cjbWZg�d[�ZhiVWa^h]ZY�egVXi^i^dcZgh�VcY�gZhZVgX]Zgh�XVbZ�id\Zi]Zg�
VcY�WZ\Vc�id�Y^hXjhh�i]Z�[djcYVi^dch�dc�l]^X]�Vjidcdbn!�Vi�aZVhi�^c�i]Z�]^hidgn�
d[�LZhiZgc�:jgdeZVc�i]dj\]i!�XjggZcian�hiVcYh#�I]^h�cZlheVeZg�ZY^i^dc!�^c�V�
lVn�i]Z�hZXdcY�hiZe!�XdciV^ch�hdbZ�d[�i]Z�Y^hXjhh^dc�]ZaY�^c�i]Vi�bZZi^c\!�
l^i]�ZmiZcYZY�eVeZgh�Wn�?d]c�7ngcZ�VcY�HkZc�A�ii^X`Zc!�VcY�V�hZg^Zh�d[�Äe^i]nÅ�
gZhedchZh�Wn�bdgZ�eVgi^X^eVcih�^c�i]Vi�bZZi^c\�id�V�hZi�d[�`ZnldgYh�l]^X]�i]Z�
cZlheVeZgÇh�ZY^idg^Va�iZVb�gZ\VgYZY�Vh�h^\c^[^XVci�higVcYh�gjcc^c\�i]gdj\]�i]Z�
XdckZghVi^dc�^c�BVgX]#�

� I]Z�`ZnldgYh�VcY�e]gVhZh�id�l]^X]�i]Z�lg^iZgh�gZhedcYZY�VgZ�Vh�[daadlh/

FjVa^in
6gi�ZYjXVi^dc
GZkZaVi^dc$h]dl^c\��d[�higjXijgZh�
BVg`Zih�
6jidcdbn�^h�cdi�\^kZc
EjWa^X�Vjidcdbn
>bea^XVi^dc

� =VgYan�Zm]Vjhi^kZ!�i]^h�a^hi�VXih�Vh�V�ig^\\Zg�id�Y^hXjhh^c\�i]Z�WgdVYZg!�kZgn�
WgdVY!�eZgheZXi^kZh�cZZYZY�^c�VeegZ]ZcY^c\�djg�XdbeaZm�Vjidcdbdjh�iZggV^c#�
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� 8dcXjggZcian!�hZb^cVgh�]VkZ�WZZc�]ZaY�Vi�eVgicZg^c\�^chi^iji^dch�hjX]�Vh�
i]Z�9jiX]�6gi�>chi^ijiZ!�CA!�DcYZgodZ`hX]dda�@jchi\ZhX]^ZYZc^h���EaVi[dgb�
BdYZgcZ�@jchi!�CA!�Jc^kZgh^in�d[�=^aYZh]Z^b!�@jchil^hhZchX]V[i!�9:!�VcY�
A^kZgedda�HX]dda�d[�6gi�VcY�9Zh^\c!�J@#�EVgi^X^eVcih�^c�i]ZhZ�hZb^cVgh�]VkZ�
WZZc�^ck^iZY�id�Xdcig^WjiZ�id�djg�YZkZade^c\�dca^cZ�Xdbbjc^in�k^V�i]Z�6jidcdbn�
Egd_ZXi�C>C<#�6aa�^c�i]Z�Wj^aY�je�idlVgYh�V�HjbbZg�HX]dda!�Vahd�^c�:^cY]dkZc!�
iV`^c\�eaVXZ�[gdb�'-�?jcZ�id�'�?jan!�'%&%!�l^i]�V�YdXjbZciVi^dc�Zm]^W^i^dc�d[
djiXdbZh�dc�Y^heaVn�^c�i]Z�DcdbVideZZ�egd_ZXi�heVXZ�lll#dcdbVideZZ#cZi
jci^a�&&�?jan!�'%&%#�I]Z�lZZ`"adc\�HjbbZg�HX]dda�egd\gVbbZ�l^aa�b^c\aZ�
Y^h"Xjgh^kZ�VXi^dc�l^i]�ldg`h]de�Yd"^c\!�Vh�lZaa�Vh�egZhZciVi^dch�Wn�\jZhi�
Vgi^hih�VcY�heZV`Zgh#�I]Z�ÄhX]ddaÅ�V^bh�id�Wg^c\�id\Zi]Zg�VcY�ldg`�l^i]�
i]Z�cZmi�\ZcZgVi^dc�d[�ndjc\�egd[Zhh^dcVah�VcY�i]dhZ�XjggZcian�hijYn^c\�^c�
i]Z�[^ZaYh�d[�[^cZ�Vgih!�YZh^\c!�Vgi�Xg^i^X^hb!�Vgih�eda^Xn�bV`^c\!�Vgi�i]Zdgn!�
XjgVi^c\�VcY�gZaViZY�VgZVh�l]d�l^h]�id�Xg^i^XVaan�Vgi^XjaViZ�i]Z^g�edh^i^dc�VcY�
egVXi^XZ�^c�gZaVi^dc�id�i]Z�edhh^W^a^i^Zh�d[�6jidcdbn!�l]^aZ�deZgVi^c\�l^i]^c�i]Z�
XdbeaZm�XdciZbedgVgn�XjaijgVa�[^ZaY#�6�hZXdcY�cZlheVeZg�l^aa�hl^[ian�[daadl�
Vh�V�Xdchda^YVi^dc�d[�i]Z�HjbbZg�HX]dda�hZhh^dch!�bVee^c\�dji�i]Z�edhh^WaZ�
edh^i^dch�VcY�Y^gZXi^dch�[dg�i]Z�bdci]h��VcY�nZVgh��V]ZVY#

� I]Z�lZ!�i]Vi�^h�i]^h�\gdl^c\�Xdbbjc^in!�l^h]�id�ZmeVcY�VcY�^cXajYZ�bVcn�
bdgZ�l]d�h]VgZ�djg�fjZhi^dch�VcY�]deZ�i]Vi�i]^h�[^ghi�ZY^i^dc�d[�i]Z�6jidcdbn�
CZlheVeZg�gZ[aZXih�i]Vi�YZh^gZ�[dg�deZccZhh!�igVcheVgZcXn!�[aZm^W^a^in�VcY�
\ZcZgdjh�gVY^XVa^in#�
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full consciousness of its own 
potential would increase that 
potential exponentially.’

 Holding onto the significance
of subjectivity while
comprehending its depressed
perspective seems the key
to understanding why autonomy
might be important now.

P_11P_10The Autonomy Project 

Onomatopee 43.1

 This sounds crude, I know, 
but what fascinates me is 
how the practice of artistic 
autonomy splits into two: 
those who explore it within 
the existing boundaries 
of accepted activity (most 
“experimental” art practices) 
and those who seek to wield 
unacceptable independence 
from society; those who make, 
for example, racist art. Let 
me speculate for a moment: why 
do I not have the opportunity 
to see more racist, more 
sexist and more violent art? 
Firstly it is because most art 
is made visible through the 
mechanisms of institutions 
and this art represents them 
publicly. We are familiar 
with this historic critique 
of art’s instrumentalisation 
through accounts of state 
and church patronage and 
practices of Institutional 
Critique. Another reason why 
we don’t see much racist art 
is because most artists have 
passed through art school 
where a perpetuation of 
certain types of values makes 
racist etc views unacceptable. 
Most significantly, though, 
most racist/sexist/violent 
art etc is prevented from 
reaching a public considered 
too fragile or too stupid 
to judge difficult material. 

Of course, quality is part 
of this complex problem. 
Its usual for racist/sexist/
violent art to be seen as bad 
art, and maybe it is. However, 
there is something suspicious 
and suffocating about an 
automatic correlation of good 
morals with good quality. 

 I agree entirely with John 
Byrne’s analysis that there is 
no sanctuary for art outside 
of commercialisation, but 
it seems that to activate 
the possibilities for 
art’s autonomy, the wider 
problematic of autonomy must 
be grasped. John Byrne touches 
on this when he asks, ‘are 
socially engaged practices 
a symptom of changes in 
culture?’ and again when he 
talks about the object/subject 
relationship and our continued 
desire to rid ourselves of the 
historic subject. 

 It seems that everywhere I 
look, the project to finally 
bury the subject is alive. 
In the recent anthology, 
Materiality, the editor, 
Daniel Miller, ends with the 
desire to finally remove the 
subject from anthropological 
practice and to level the 
relationship between people 
and objects.  This egalitarian 

��� 'DQLHO�0LOOHU��HG��0DWHULDOLW\��3ROLWLFV��+LVWRU\��

DQG�&XOWXUH���'XNH�8QLYHUVLW\�3UHVV�������

��� -DPHV�+HDUWILHOG��7KH�'HDWK�RI�WKH�6XEMHFW�([SODLQHG��

6KHIILHOG�+DOODP�8QLYHUVLW\�3UHVV��6KHIILHOG�������
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7KJEDECO

manoeuvre, though, is surely 
the opposite, a surrendering 
of the subject, without whom 
we can have no belief in 
moving forward together. It 
feels like socially engaged 
practices crave, or seek to 
establish,something that is 
missing – a society that 
consists of subjects. Allan 
Kaprow spoke about art that 
activates the ‘meniscus’ 
between people, where the 
artist tries to push through 
a ‘skin’ that separates one 
person from another. It feels 
as though socially engaged 
practices recognise that this 
space between people has got 
too wide and tries to push 
harder than Kaprow implied. 

 However, it may be that 
the engagement deployed is 
an ersatz one that depicts, 
but has no force or mass, or 
a practice that objectifies 
further. In James Heartfield’s 
The Death of the Subject 
Explained, he tracks the 
historic dismantling of 
the notion of the subject.  
He states that human 
‘subjectivity persists in 
denial of its own existence,’ 
but that it remains 
‘nonetheless the single most 
powerful force at work in 
society and nature. To attain 
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precondition is not ignorance 
but knowing exactly the 
forms of outer and inner 
encapsulation. To get to the 
point of understanding that 
autonomy is always false – 
because it is not a choice 
for art but is produced by 
democratic capitalism as a 
pivotal point of ideology – 
and always true – because 
this ideology in itself 
always leaves open space 
for dissent, a possibility 
for redistribution of the 
sensible. 

 For art education this 
means making students aware 
of this almost schizophrenic 
demand to obey by disobeying. 
This awareness cannot be 
attained by teaching them to 
“do their own thing”, but by 
teaching them to “do their 
thing” in relation to the 
specific ways in which art is 
instumentalised at any given 
time and the specific ways in 
which it is supposed to refuse 
this very instrumentalisation. 
To find a possible non-position 
between these two poles can 
be seen as an indication of 
autonomy, even if it is only 
for a short while. This 
working towards autonomy can 
be seen as the only way art 
can explore and exploit the 
gaps given within the system 
of democracy, not to undermine 
this system, but to fulfil its 
promises.

 We have to teach students to 
find the way out to get in.

The Autonomy Project 

Onomatopee 43.1

Newspaper #1: Positioning

Getting in by the Exit Sign: 

J. Boomgaard

 One of the big mistakes 
in the evolution of the 
notion of autonomy is the 
conviction that the ideal is 
to protect your autonomy and 
that not-knowing, thriving on 
instinct and intuition, is 
the only way to guard this 
precious treasure. Looking 
back in history however, 
you can see that autonomy 
came into existence as a 
refusal to position art as 
a tool for the expression of 
ideas produced within other 
pillars of reigning ideology 
(Religion, History, Morals, 
Justice). This freedom of 
expression, in itself of 
course also a strong pillar of 
democratic capitalism, became 
a reciprocal combination of 
form and content: the essence 
of what Rancière calls the 
‘Aesthetic Regime’. Crucial 
in its relation to ideology 
and democracy is that this 
combination stands for a point 
that can never be attained. 
Any given idea or any given 
form is, seen from the ideal 
of autonomy, at once regarded 
with distrust and as something 
to break away from. At one and 
the same time self-asserting 
and self-denying, this system 
does not know a stable 
situation: 

 autonomy is a line of flight, 
never a point of departure.

 The implication of autonomy 
as something that is not a 
given but rather a promise 
in the future is that its 
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 The term autonomy has been twice cursed. On 
one hand it has been marginalised within a 
formalist tradition that saw art as a special 
and separate category, occupying a self-
referential world of its own. This tradition 
served a range of both right and left wing 
radicalism alike, allowing for an essentially 
elitist tradition of art practice and criticism 
which, for various and often contending 
reasons, saw art as being fundamentally 
different to the commercialized contingency 
of mass produced culture. This tradition 
links the writing of Fry, Bell, Greenberg and 
Adorno. For all of these writers, Art offered 
a special category beyond everyday life and, 
in the cases of early Greenberg and late 
Adorno, art carried within it the possibility 
of emancipation from current social, political 
and economic conditions. On the other hand, a 
fundamentally left-wing tradition of critical 
theory has insisted upon the fundamental 
impossibility of any form of autonomy, artistic 
or otherwise, pointing to the overriding 
social, political and economic circumstances 
that condition our individual existence within 
a community. This tradition links discourses on 
the relationships of art to culture in Marxist, 
Structuralist and Poststructuralist schools 
of thought. Over the last two decades, such 
rejections of the fundamental possibility of 

artistic autonomy have been 
exacerbated by accelerated 
forms of globalisation and 
the dominance of a neo-
liberal economy that, despite 
its recent poor showing 
in the crash of 2007/08, 
shows no sign of abating. 
Either way, it has become 
increasingly difficult over 
the last two decades to take 
any discussions of artistic 
autonomy seriously when all 
forms of culture, be they 
political, social, economic 
or artistic, have become 
commodified to their roots.

 However, rather than 
dismissing the term autonomy 
out of hand, it is worthwhile 
critically reconsidering it as 
it allows us to identify some 
key points in any reevaluation 
of social role and function 
of contemporary art practice. 
More specifically, it allows 
us to begin mapping out a 
territory within which new 
artistic forms of critical 
autonomy can meaningfully 
function. Far from offering 
a space that new forms of 
art practice can occupy, my 
argument will be that the 
art world now already exists 
primarily within a commodified 
and globalised media sphere. 
Any lingering notion that an 
artist can somehow effect 
a kind of critical distance 
from mediatised culture, or 
that art can still offer some 
kind of autonomous sanctuary 
from digital exchange, can now 
only be sustained within an 
art world that flatly refuses 
to come to terms with its own 
condition. In the light of 
this, I will also argue that 
the art world’s inability to 
rigorously adapt to its new 

surroundings is threatening 
the critical role and function 
of art per se. As art now 
continues to re-rehears former 
glories and empty rhetorics 
of radicality it continually 
runs the risk of collapsing 
into an economically viable 
sub-function of the globalized 
tourism and leisure industry. 
Finally, I will argue that 
any form of oppositional 
contemporary art practice has 
to confront the problematic 
of critical autonomy within a 
fully mediatised neo-liberal 
market economy and that 
this, in turn, has critical 
implications for the current 
understandings of the site 
of art, the role of the art 
market and the social function 
of contemporary practice. 

 I.

 In his recent article 
‘Self-Design and Aesthetic 
Responsibility’,  Boris Groys’s 
opening gambit, in fact his 
very first line, invokes the 
contemporary problematic of 
artistic autonomy:

 These days, almost everybody 
seems to agree that the 
times in which art tried 
to establish its autonomy – 
successfully or unsuccessfully 
– are over.

 For Groys, the unpleasant 
discovery that art makes when 
it becomes political is that 
politics is now already art. 
Art is no longer needed to 
fulfill its historical role of 
providing and substantiating 
the image of politicians and 
those in power. Mass media 
is now the vehicle through 
which discourses of image 

are rehearsed. According to Groys, it follows 
that if art becomes political then it functions 
through the media – in celebrity culture the 
‘artist ceases to be an image producer and 
becomes an image himself’. For Groys this 
leads to a form of anxiety for the artist that 
is caused by her/his radical subjection to 
‘the gaze of the other – to the gaze of the 
media functioning as a super-artist’. Groys 
characterises this anxiety as one of ‘self-
design’. We are now all subject to our image 
circulation in and through ‘You Tube’ and 
‘Myspace’ culture. This is a world a in which 
everyone is subject to an aesthetic evaluation 
and has to take responsibility for his or her 
own aesthetic appearance. 

 However, Groys then states that the real 
purpose of self-designs is one of concealment. 
This manifests itself in politics as the 
concealment of ever changing issues behind 
the stability of the image. An image which, 
more importantly, is becoming increasingly 
identified with seduction and celebration. 
Operating as a Derridian ‘supplement’ the image 
draws attention to itself in the act of making 
the object appear better than it really is. 
This, for Groys, leads to a ‘world of total 
suspicion’, a world in which ‘total design’ 
has to build in gaps and lapses, seizures 
and fissures in order to create a ‘sincerity’ 
effect that props up an inevitably false 
world of seamlessly smooth image. In a rather 
traditional maneuver, Groys then claims that 
only ‘catastrophe’ and ‘violent rupture’ are now 
sufficient to allow us a glimpse of ‘the reality 
that lies beneath’ a world of ‘total design’ 
and built in sincerity clauses. He backs this 
up with the rather obvious example of 9/11 
and, from the world of art he offers the names 
of Salvador Dalí, Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons and 
Damien Hirst as bad guy celebrities who have 
confirmed the suspicions of a grateful public 
by being:

 explicitly cynical-greedy, manipulative, 
business-oriented, seeking only material profit, 
and implementing art as a machine for deceiving 
the audience [...] Looking at the public image 
of these artists we tend to think, “Oh, how 
awful,” but at the same time “Oh, how true”. 
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 The pay back for such a 
‘self-sacrificial’ bad boy/
girl image is, of course, 
fame. But a more subtle 
approach, for Groys, is a 
form of artistic ‘suicide’. He 
defines this as the artist’s 
‘death of the author’ inspired 
attempt to efface his/her 
traditionally autobiographical 
relationship to art production 
by handing over power in the 
production of an artwork to 
a participatory audience. 
This is especially effective, 
Groys claims, when political 
affiliation and ideological 
intention are also at stake 
and, as such, has become the 
norm for much contemporary 
practice. However, the other 
advantage to the ‘social’ 
approach to art production 
resides, for Groys, in the 
shifting of traditional 
forms of critical reception 
and aesthetic judgment. 
If an artwork is social, 
he argues, then audience 
criticism of the work becomes 
a form of self-criticism. In 
other words, although the 
artists relinquishment of 
authorship seems in favor of 
the audience, for Groys this 
‘ultimately benefits the artist 
by liberating his or her 
work from the cold eye of the 
uninvolved viewer’s judgment.’ 

 Groys’s article is, 
without doubt, a skilled 
and convincing polemic. It 
is a high tempo barrage of 
argument and counter argument 
that gives substance, and 
a veneer of specificity, to 
a series of loosely related 
points that one cannot 
help finding oneself drawn 
into. There is, in fact, 

much to agree with in this article. However 
his assertions, when scrutinised, tend to 
show us more about the current love/hate 
relationship between the art world and the 
mass media than they do about possible new 
spaces for autonomous artistic intervention 
and critique. For example, it is certainly 
true that Modernist avant-garde strategies do 
not offer the straight forward alternative 
to mass culture as they once did, say, for 
the Greenberg of ‘Avant-Garde and Kitsch’.  
Unfortunately, this leaves Groys’s assertion 
that politically engaged practice takes place 
on the level of artistic interventions into 
the realm of celebrity, where the ‘artist 
ceases to be an image producer and becomes 
an image himself’, looking rather thin. Groys 
gets this wrong because the function of the 
artist as celebrity, and its possible critical 
function and value, is now merely a contingent 
factor, or the simple byproduct, of art’s total 
absorption into the media. To put this another 
way, the cult/status value of the artist as 
celebrity/enfant terrible (or the poète maudit 
as Groys more accurately phrases it) is the 
concern of an art world that no longer has 
the critical tools, or the political will, to 
adapt to its new conditions of existence within 
the media sphere. Rather than uncovering the 
‘dreadful’ reality that lies beneath the veneer 
of total design, the artist as bad boy/bad girl 
is merely the desperate re-use of existing 
forms of media currency in order to re-direct 
the audiences gaze at an art world, art system 
and, ultimately, an art object whose critical, 
social and political value has long since 
disappeared behind its status as globalised 
luxury/leisure commodity. This is the cliché 
that the contemporary art industry now most 
readily shares with the advertising, film and 
television industries – the endless possibility 
of freedom offered to the individual who is 
willing to literally and continually buy into 
the vicissitudes of a dominant neoliberal 
economy. Because of this, and perhaps somewhat 
ironically, it is precisely against the myth 
of the artist as rugged outsider (or, indeed, 
against the very possibility of art occupying 
a special place on the outside of a neoliberal 
economy) that new forms of critical autonomy 
must operate.

 II. 

 Perhaps one of the most interesting 
challenges presented by the possibility of 
new forms critical autonomy is the necessity 
to situate/contextualise contemporary art 
practice within a more general set of shifts 
that seem to be underpinning the art industry 
at a fundamental level. For example, to see 
that many publically funded arts organisations 
are developing aspirations to become ideas led 
commissioning agencies (rather than collection 
or exhibitions led institutions) gives quite a 
lot away about developments in contemporary art 
practice. One argument might go something like 
this – are ‘relational aesthetics’, ‘discursive 
practice’, ‘socially engaged practice’ 
(and their more recent absorption into the 
curatorial strategies of major art institutions 
like Tate) less of a fashion and more of a 
symptom of deeper underlying changes within our 
culture. If so, these changes would include, 
of course, the whole issue of globalisation 
and the new roles and functions that culture 
(and by proxy art as we know it) are undergoing 
within a neoliberal economy of exchange. And, 
if this is the case, how can new forms of 
critical autonomy allow us to re-think and re-
negotiate more traditional notions of autonomy? 
Would new forms of individual and group 
autonomy work? Could new forms of critical 
autonomy include any notion of art itself as an 
autonomous practice: as a practice that could, 
in an ideal world, continue to operate over 
and against the instrumentalised mechanisms of 
capital?

 Such questions lead us back, immediately, 
to the common assumptions that we tend to 
share about art and autonomy – namely, that at 
the core of any useful debate about autonomy 
lies the argument concerning the possibility/
impossibility of art’s or the artist’s 
separateness from a common world of everyday 
life. 

 Whilst this now seems to be a rather over 
dramatic schism (and equally naive from our 
oh so informed standpoint of the formerly 
postmodern), it still obviously arises from 
the deepest philosophical problematic of 

Enlightenment thought – that 
of the (mainly Cartesian) 
subject/object split that 
underpinned the shift towards 
a secular and science based 
epistemology. The problem 
with autonomy is, then, 
the seemingly perpetual 
reoccurrence of a world view 
that saw “Man” as the centre 
of the world, capable of 
measuring all he purveys in 
“His” own image; a world view 
that premised ideological 
and technological advance 
on the “Truth” of “Scientific 
Fact” – a Scientific Fact that 
was, itself, underpinned by 
the guarantee of “Objective” 
observation. One could then 
argue that autonomy has 
become the fall guy (or at 
least the patsy) for the 
stubborn refusal of this 
problematic to go away. 
After all, isn’t it easier 
to package this problematic 
up as an ideological sub-
function of a Modernism 
gone by than to confront the 
fundamental challenges that 
it still presents us today? 
But perhaps we should look at 
this another way? Although the 
stereotypical Modernist world 
view has, over the last 40 
years, come under sustained 
critical, theoretical and 
philosophical bombardment 
as being a fundamentally 
white, western, male and 
historically specific world 
view, it has still left us 
with a fundamental problem – 
that of the split between an 
observing and isolated subject 
and a supposedly exterior 
and observable object. And, 
if we allow ourselves to 
backtrack a little further, 
we will recall that this was 
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the very the subject/object split which drove 
Kant to propose the aesthetic as a kind of 
universalising – and autonomous – experience 
which was capable of resolving (or at least 
pointing towards/suggesting) some kind of 
ideal community/consensus beyond this divisive 
dichotomy.

 So, fast forward to a post-autonomous age 
of instrumentalised reason which now sees 
its apogee as the relentless, promiscuous, 
disingenuous, adaptable, permeable and 
liquid form of the commodity. A world in 
which objects, whether they be sweaters, CDs, 
paintings or footballs, only have meaning in so 
far as they can function, at least temporarily, 
in a consumer driven kaleidoscope of shifting 
meaning and exchange. A world in which one 
longs for the comfort of an object (let’s call 
it “art” for argument’s sake) that could resolve 
the irresolvable. But we now know that such an 
object will immediately be instrumentalised 
by its very existence as a site of exchange 
– and not necessarily by the heavy hand of 
political interest. (I’m thinking of !i"ek’s 
critique of ideology here, or at least his 
critique of a post-monopoly capitalism where 
ideology works far below the surface of the 
skin of a political body which is controlled by 
consensus).

 One argument would then be to say that there 
simply is no longer an inside or outside to 
this new form of spectacular society. This is 
a line followed by Baudrillard in a series of 
essays/talks surrounding 9/11 (published by 
Virago as ‘The Spirit of Terrorism’).  In these 
essays Baudrillard saw/read the 9/11atrocity 
(and others like it) as forms of globalised 
suicide, as kinds of protest and fracture 
from within. He was morally and politically 
suspicious of the Bush administrations attempts 
to re-engineer a ‘them and us’, ‘good guys 
and evil-doers’ dichotomy which typified the 
so-called ‘Cold War’ (or World War Three as 
Baudrillard would have it). Whatever one thinks 
of Baudrillard (and I, perhaps un-trendily, have 
a lot of time for his thought) this poses an 
interesting set of questions (ones that have 
underpinned my thought and work for over a 

decade). What if one simply 
accepts that there is no 
longer any possibility of 
stepping outside the world of 
the commodity form? What if we 
are all encoded to our roots 
by its language and discourse? 
What if art, as we know it, 
and museums and galleries, as 
we know them, allow no real 
possibility of a theoretical, 
political or moral “safe-
haven” from which to quantify, 
objectify and critique the 
world of commodity controlled 
instrumentalisation? What if 
the real site for experience 
of art is what was once called 
its “legacy” i.e. journals, 
articles, images, websites 
etc? What if artists and art 
works are no longer points of 
contradiction to the flow of 
consumer society? Does this 
mean all is lost? Or can we 
accept that artists (as we 
know or knew them) make art 
works (as we know or knew 
them) as nodal points within 
a constantly shifting network 
of provisional choices and 
refusals?

 This would perhaps begin to 
make sense of a more general 
shift towards the concept of 
art as ‘knowledge production’ 
(Sarat Maharaj via Feyerabend)  
and a world in which museums 
and galleries are beginning 
to see themselves as idea–
led institution (with, 
for example, Tate Online 
functioning on an equal 
footing with its physical 
manifestations). This would 
also still enable us to 
conceptualise/critique a 
world in which high profile 
artists made high profile 

art objects for high prices (because, as we 
know, the commodity form finds no intrinsic 
value in objects themselves, the artists name, 
reputation or brand is what sells here). It 
would also allow us to begin imagining a 
continually negotiable production of art works/
projects which may work in many different 
ways and across many different platforms (one 
of the problems, ironically, with Bourriaud’s 
‘Relational Aesthetics’ was its commodified 
collapse back into a ‘one size fits all’ kind 
of Modernist art form/commercially viable 
entertainment – well, everybody’s doing it/
showing it aren’t they?) 

 Beginning to think this way – having no 
“inside out” or “outside in” – would allow 
us to start thinking of relationships, and 
potentially autonomous circuits/communities 
of relationships, in potentially different 
ways. It would also enable us to begin 
thinking about and mapping out lines of 
resistance in different ways and new places. 
For example, beginning to think this way 
would call into question the geographical and 
material insistence of Hakim Bey’s ‘Temporary 
Autonomous Zones’ as sites of oppositional 
organisation – instead, I would like to propose 
the possibility of Provisional Autonomous 
Community as sites of fluid resistance.  For 
me, the idea of autonomy as a process of 
continual negotiation and exchange is crucially 
important. As negotiation requires at least 
two parties then autonomy becomes about 
language (not necessarily the language needed 
to communicate in any given case – but the 
fundamental fact that any form of autonomy is 
a space negotiated with other interlocutors in 
order to be defined as such). This, in turn, has 
far reaching implications for what art could 
become as a continually negotiated space of 
critical autonomy. Or, to put it another way, 
I would argue that critical art practice(s) 
within a globalised neo-liberal economy 
now necessitate the continual negotiation 
of shifting relationships between artists, 
curators, critics, thinkers, radicals and 
audiences who come together at particular 
times in particular spaces (as provisional 
autonomous communities) in order to actively 

produce a culture of critical 
opposition and engagement.

 Having no inside out or 
outside in would also enable 
us to begin thinking of a 
range of contributory factors, 
which go towards making up 
that thing called art, as 
essential to the production 
of possible meanings (in 
this way, audiences and 
the art market will always 
play a crucial role in the 
production and analysis of 
art works – their role may 
shift in a kind of topological 
kind of way, but they will 
always be there). Thinking 
this way would also allows 
us to decentre the role 
of the artist – or even 
individual artistic agency 
for that matter – without 
running the risk of losing 
a concept of autonomy (or 
at least of a project/
possibility of a critical 
autonomy). Of course, as I 
have already argued, autonomy 
in this sense would have to be 
continually negotiated and, 
ipso facto, ideas would be at 
the centre/driving force of 
art production – but we would 
gain the possibility of 
re-engaging critically with 
the instrumentalising forces 
of the commodity form across 
and within the very fabric of 
its mechanisms. 

 Within our globalised 
neoliberal economy (a 
neoliberal economy which 
thrives on its ability to 
encourage and re-absorb 
acceptable levels of dissent) 
art and the art industry are 
badly in need of a “Napster 
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moment” – a way of re-thinking and re-routing 
the circuits through which art is produced, 
distributed, evaluated and consumed. And this 
“Napster moment” can no longer hope to somehow 
happen outside the confines and strictures 
of our current economically driven models 
of living – there is simply no outside left, 
no other place to go. Instead, and perhaps 
somewhat ironically, artists, critics, curators, 
writers, thinkers and radicals need to find 
new forms of autonomy within the structures 
of a globalised art industry, to carve out 
spaces which will allow us to rethink ourselves 
radically, imagine ourselves differently and 
re-configure our collective futures. This, in 
turn, would also necessitate a radical re-think 
of the art market – not as an uncomfortable 
appendage to the “true” nature of art, but as a 
continually challenging and problematic driving 
force in the production and distribution 
of critical autonomy (I’m thinking of Gorge 
Yúdice’s The Expediencey of Cutlure here, 
where the production of culture is seen as 
a necessarily extended circuit of different 
and often oppositional economic interests and 
ideological alignments).  It would also require 
a re-think of art’s current relationship to 
craft (in the Richard Sennett sense of a 
peculiar kind of occupation with developing 
and deploying sets of skills, be they material 
or digital, for purposes other than economic 
necessity). Finally, it would also require a 
radical re-think technology itself – where an 
artist’s use of technology would no longer be 
seen as a radical tool for change in itself 
but as a contribution to, or specific maneuver 
within, a contemporary milieu of high/low 
technology use and conflicting grass roots/
corporate interest (I’m thinking of the kind of 
ideas suggested by Henry Jenkins here, in his 
book Convergence Culture).
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 At the first Autonomy meeting 
I attended in Eindhoven 
(March, 2010) we hit on a 
question that seemed to 
delight us all as much as 
it mystified – perhaps it 
delighted us because it 
mystified us. That question was 
“How do you teach autonomy?” 
On our return journey to 
Liverpool John Byrne and I 
continued to discuss the 
implications of this question 
for art education broadly 
and for our programmes 
at Liverpool John Moores 
University more specifically.

 One of the things I find most 
interesting about teaching 
art is the involvement with 
helping students to gain some 
sense of their own criticality 
and agency; helping them to 
access that which they already 
know but which they are often 
reluctant to contemplate 
for fear that it will expose 
them to their limitations. 
One symptom of this is that 
art students often squint 
when looking at their own 
work. This is perhaps most 
noticeable when they are 
making overtly visual works 
such as paintings, where 
squinting enables them to 
see the work as a soft and 

amenable convergence of 
tonalities and hues. Even when 
the work is not primarily 
optical, one often finds art 
students squinting critically 
or intellectually at what they 
have done; attempting perhaps 
not to notice the coarser 
and more awkwardly jarring 
conjunctions they have chosen 
to ignore, hoping perhaps 
that no-one else might notice 
either. (I should say that my 
comments about art students 
can also quite easily be 
extended to apply also to more 
experienced artists.) 

 Certainly, a significant 
element of art education 
has something to do with 
information, that might take 
the form of history, theory 
or contextual understanding. 
Art education should help 
students to navigate through 
the complex environment 
within which their work will 
operate. But it’s hard to 
get away from the fact that 
there is a point when it is 
impossible to continue to 
shelter the student from their 
responsibility to do something 
which cannot be prescribed by 
anybody else, and it’s easy 
to tell a student that the 
direction of their work is 
their choice, as easy in fact 
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as it would be to prescribe 
their next move. A far more 
significant approach would be 
to help students understand 
what it means to be able to 
choose, and to guide them 
through the implications of 
choice so that they might make 
the most productive use of it.

 I think the point is that
you can’t teach autonomy,
but you can help someone
to deal well with their
autonomy; help them to
acknowledge and exploit the
fact that they are cognisant
beings capable of making
decisions and susceptible to
wondering about where that
capacity comes from. That, by
extension, might suggest that
autonomy be considered not
as a faculty that one might
feel compelled to claim but
a wonderful, potential-laden
and problematic state of being 
with which we all have to
reckon.
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 Writing about the 
postcolonial within the 
context of reflection on 
(western) autonomy strikes 
me as an attempt to ‘try to 
say what…seems to resist 
being said.’  In his, On the 
Postcolony, Achille Mbembe 
identifies the superficial 
divisions made between 
colonial and “Western” kinds 
of time and place, and the 
ways in which the notion 
of autonomy has been bound 
almost exclusively to a 
Western modernist tradition 
of thought. Modernity, he 
states, is personified in the 
self-actualised, creative 
and complicated (Western?) 
individual who has freed 
him- and possibly her-self – 
‘from the sway of traditions 
and attained an autonomous 
capacity to conceive, in the 
here and now, the definition 
of norms and their free 
formulation by individual, 
rational wills.’  Taking 
our cue from the kind of 
subjectivity defined by L.Ferry 
and A.Renaut, it could be 
argued that the autonomous, 
modern subject, is able to 
recognise but also to refuse 
the norms they examine via a 
process of critical reflection  
to say what resists being said. 

 What Svetlana Boym calls, 
‘off modernism’ is useful 
here.  The off-modern seeks 
to ‘revisit this unfinished 
critical project of modernity’ 
with a kind of syncopated 
rhythm to that of any linear, 
teleological reading.  Boym 
claims that the off-modern, 
rather than being a simple 
negation of the modern 
itself, is an extension; an 
aside a counterpoint (in 
keeping with our musical 
metaphor), revealing and 
coexisting with the “moderns” 
of western Europe and the 
United States. Most off-
modern art, Boym reflects, 
issues from contexts where 
art played a more significant 
social role than the purely 
economic, therefore, existing 
and operating at different 
levels to what was happening 
in western countries under 
institutional and galleried 
support. With the awareness 
of heterogenous times and 
ways of being in the world 
comes the ability to slow 
the 20th century symphony. 
A less reductive reading/
listening of the various forms 
that modernity takes reveals 
the subjectivities (or what 
composers would call free 
notes) arguing with, acting 

within those contexts. From 
here we can identify repeating 
motifs, inversions, ‘affection 
and reflection’  which are not 
necessarily derivative of one 
or the other, but are in fact 
dynamic as they fraternise.  

 This dense reading of 
historical lines and its 
implications on the subject 
was central to a project by 
South African art collective, 
Gugulective, recently 
presented in Eindhoven. In 
a simple museal display of 
antique South African bank 
notes, the group constructed 
an alternate narrative of the 
country’s economic history. 
Using !i"ek’s notion of 
‘objective violence’, they 
propped a vitrine display 
on a crutch surrounded by 
current, almost worthless, 
South African five-cent coins 
atop a domino formation of 
mousetraps. 

 Gugulective – who are 
based in a township outside 
of Cape Town – saw the 
potential of !i"ek’s “riff” in 
subjectivising the structures 
(and perhaps more specifically, 
the structural readjustment 
programmes of the IMF carried 
out all over Africa) which 

effectively handicapped the 
institutional and commercial 
support system necessary for 
the production and circulation 
of contemporary art in and 
out of the continent. 

 Gugulective’s approach 
seems to apprehend both the 
notions of subjective autonomy 
and of the off-modern. They 
conceive and define social, 
economic and infrastructural 
norms, in the here and now. 
And, from there, formalise 
rational wills - in this case 
as a collective, through their 
ongoing decentralisation of 
spaces of artistic production 
and access in a South African 
urban context. The off-
kilter/off-modern element in 
this is surely Gugulective’s 
reflecting on, and reposing of 
questions raised in another 
place at another time. Their 
revealing and universalising 
of colonisation – the forms 
it takes, how the score sounds 
– compels the subjects it 
addresses (whether from a 
postcolonial postion or not) 
to skip a beat or two as the 
music marches on.
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 Art and politics: two 
infinite, circular movements, 
endlessly seeking fulfilment 
in a final resolution that is 
never granted.

 Historically this image is 
quickly compromised.   
The revolving spheres of 
democratic society and its 
autonomous art are instable 
and off-kilter, confronted 
with more than just rhetorical 
gravitational pulls. As it 
stands in the Western world, 
democratic society is only 
65 years old, ready for 
retirement; alternately, if 
one starts counting from the 
moment when it was relieved 
from its intimate other: 
communism, this kind of 
politics is a meagre 20, 
just coming of age.

 But can one measure this 
infinite bumping, scraping 
and looping of orbits in 
historical years? It seems 
that the opposite is the 
case, for history delivers 
us discontinuity – ‘finity 
rather than infinity. If 
we experience historical 
events, we experience 
ruptures, incisions in the 
flow of time. The infinity of 
a working democracy, however, 
is not based or dependent 
upon historical experience, 
it is altered however, 
by its absence or presence. 
This altered state invokes 

 Using autonomy as marker for 
an art that is apolitical – 
separated from worldly affairs 
–seems to forget the political 
context that coincides and 
is necessary for autonomous 
art. It was a product of 
modern, bourgeois society. 
Equally misguided is the 
idea that autonomous art is 
straight-forwardly political. 
Art is distinct from doing 
politics. It seems that each 
time one sets out to confine 
autonomous art as either 
extreme – instrumentalised 
by politics or as some 
speculative, flee-floating 
experiment – it slips between 
categories, and gravitates 
towards the opposing pole. 
In the end, this restlessness 
circumscribes what it means 
for art to be autonomous; 
caught up in an endless 
slippage between the private 
and public, the rational and 
irrational, the form and the 
concept. Autonomy refers 
not to something that is – 
fixed and available – but to 
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something that exists in a 
continuous shifting from the 
possible to the impossible 
and back again. 

 The circular argument at 
the beginning also goes the 
other way. For if autonomous 
art is both affiliated with a 
distinct political practice, 
while simultaneously being 
separate from it, the 
political itself must be 
equally Janus-faced. Indeed, 
it seems that politics itself 
has no proper form apart from 
that of being a practice: one 
that continuously moves from 
the public into the private 
and from the irrational to 
the rational. The antagonism 
between these polarities 
is what drives democratic 
societies. These societies 
would, at least in principle, 
say that they have not arrived 
at a particular dogma, but 
would like ‘the possibility 
to enforce dogma’, to hold 
the potential to challenge an 
ongoing political game.

the nature of current Western 
societies. 

 By artificial means – public 
commemoration, education, 
films, books – we try and 
rejuvenate those historical 
experiences which formed the 
basis of political practice 
in the second part of the 
20th century. But we have to 
face the fact that neither 
the substitution for a lost 
sense of history, nor present 
threats such as the war on 
terror, produce a momentum 
that perpetuates the dance 
of democracy. 

 Today we are very much on
our own as we find a way to
continue the revolutions,
or dare I say, seek to
revolutionise, both an
artistic and (democratic)
political practice. And
without a horizon of
historical experience, what
constitutes this “we” is
highly debatable. “We” cannot
claim autonomy in the face
of an historical experience
that negates that autonomy,
but must instead practice
this autonomy internally, as
it were, in an orbit of its
own path and velocity. This
urgency to discuss the notion
of autonomy comes out of a
specific situation: to practice
autonomy in an age without
historical experience.
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 A couple of years ago, an alternative space 
in Holland created an award for ‘the most 
autonomous work of art’. Thus, “autonomous 
art” had become something of a joke – and one 
from the repertoire of Fozzie Bear rather than 
that of Lenny Bruce. The butt of the joke was 
the modernist idea and ideal of autonomous 
modern art, of an art that could lay claim to 
a significant degree of autonomy because of the 
process of self-criticism to which it subjected 
itself after its old social functions has 
atrophied. 

 Decried by reactionaries as a Verlust der 
Mitte, this transformation of art into an 
autonomous sphere of its own was famously 
analysed by Max Weber as part of his sociology 
of modernity.  For Weber, modernity was 
marked – in Jürgen Habermas’s paraphrase – 
by a ‘separation of the substantive reason 
expressed in religion and metaphysics into 
three autonomous spheres. They are: science, 
morality, and art.’  As Clement Greenberg never 
tired of repeating, autonomous art is work in 
progress – it is nothing if not historical. 
However, for the foreseeable future art history 
was supposed to continue to evolve within 
the social structures that enable autonomy 
(structures that resulting from the historical 
upheavals that formed modernity); modernist 
autonomy is thus a structural form of autonomy 
rather than that of individual artistic acts. 
Still, the artist is expected to make work 
that responds to historical circumstances and 
helps history (the history of autonomous art) 
progress. The structural existence of modernist 
autonomy is predicated on movement; if art’s 
development were to grind to a halt, art would 
no longer have historical significance, and thus 
lose its autonomy and become craft, a posh 
hobby. Thus modernist autonomy encompasses 
both a theoretical conception of autonomy and 
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its practice; it consists of 
two mutually interdependent 
elements, description and 
enaction.

 In early essays such as 
‘Avant-garde and Kitsch’ 
(1939), Clement Greenberg 
used the term “avant-garde” 
to denote what he would later 
call modernism.  The use of 
this military term to denote a 
cultural vanguard originated 
in the 1820s. Although it was 
(and is) often used simply 
to refer to “progressive” 
art, it was more specifically 
associated with radical 
movements that sought social 
as well as cultural change – 
particularly in the case of 
the ‘historical avant-garde’ 
of the inter-war years. 
Greenberg’s terminological 
shift suggests that he wanted 
to avoid any confusion between 
his own notion of autonomy 
and the transgressive projects 
of such avant-garde movements, 
which sought to negate 
modernist autonomy in favour 
of acts that would attain a 
greater degree of autonomy by 
not being purely artistic—by 
not being limited by the 
framework of modern art.

 The post-autonomous state 
envisaged by the radical 
avant-garde would not be a 
return to the old heteronomy 
of guilds and patronage; nor 
would it be a continuation 
of modern art’s heteronomous 
dependency on the art market, 
which has always transformed 
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This is a proposal for revolution without 
revolution; the artist supposedly infiltrates 
and transforms society by doing various “jobs” 
somewhat differently, by injecting something 
of the autonomous spirit of the artist into 
them. In any case, whether by revolution or 
infiltration, the active negation of modernist 
autonomy would entail the fusion of artistic 
practice and everyday life into a living art or 
art of living – into a Lebenskunst that would 
forever negate its own momentary limitations 
– perpetually reinventing its own autonomy. 
Purely artistic autonomy never presents itself 
as the ideal of a praxis that can never be 
fully realised under the conditions that the 
avant-garde seeks to break with. Avant-garde 
autonomy is the autonomy that comes from 
surpassing “autonomous” modern art.

 From the late 1960s onward, the problematic 
asFrom the late 1960s onward, the problematic 
aspects of both modernist and avant-garde 
conceptions (and enactions) of autonomy 
became increasingly obvious. Artists such 
as Daniel Buren, Marcel Broodthaers and 
Hans Haacke criticised not only modernism’s 
technocratic quest for the ever more “pure” 
artwork, which did not prevent such art 
from being increasingly integrated into 
the culture industry, but also avant-
garde attempts to “leave” or negate art; in 
the absence of an actual revolution, such 
attempts could not effect the far-reaching 
consequences they envisaged. The artists in 
question were suspicious of claims for art’s 
autonomy and aware of its actual status as a 
highly ideologised commodity, yet they were 
equally weary of naïve attempts to affect 
a radical and complete negation of art. 
Instead, these artists set out to investigate 
the conditions of their own practice in the 
institutions making up the art world, and the 
entanglement of those institutions within 
economic and political structures. Thus a 
faction of the neo-avant-garde critiqued and 
abandoned the ultimate avant-garde project, and 
inaugurated what would later come to be called 
institutional critique.

this seemingly autonomous art 
into a reluctant fait social. 
Rather, the post-autonomous 
state would be both the 
abolition of autonomy and 
its dialectical realisation 
on a higher plane. Usually, 
the rhetoric of the avant-
garde focuses on the former, 
on the fight against one form 
of autonomy; because the term 
itself is seen as tainted, 
the positive aims of various 
movements are not usually 
characterised in terms of 
autonomy, but one should not 
be fooled by such reticence. 
Avant-garde autonomy is an 
autonomy that dare not speak 
its name.

 From De Stijl to the 
Surrealists and from 
Fluxus to the Situationist 
International, the twentieth-
century avant-garde tried 
do negate the sham that 
is modernist autonomy. To 
shatter this dismal condition 
would be an act of genuine 
autonomy, an enacted autonomy 
that both enables and results 
from the transgression of 
the status quo. For some, 
this negation would have to 
entail a complete social and 
political revolution: this was 
the position of Guy Debord and 
his Situationist International 
during the 1960s and early 
1970s (a position Debord would 
never abandon). In 1971, Allan 
Kaprow made a more apolitical 
proposal: the artist should 
‘change jobs’ and become 
‘an account executive, an 
ecologist, a stunt rider, 
a politician, a beach bum.’  
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 Institutional critique entailed yet 
another conception of autonomy, although it 
is again rarely articulated explicitly in 
terms of autonomy because of the notion’s 
association with modernism. However, it is 
important to break this taboo in order to 
gain a clear view of the issue of autonomy 
in contemporary art. One might say that this 
kind of artistic practice revolves around 
critical autonomy. To be sure, this term is 
not perfect, since there can be no autonomy 
without criticality. Modernism, according to 
the Greenbergian version, was based on the 
progressive self-criticism of the various art 
forms and their mediums, while the avant-
garde’s transgressions obviously derive from 
a fundamental critique of society. However, 
modernist criticality is limited by its focus 
on internal, “purely artistic” matters, while 
the avant-garde cuts short its critique by 
gambling everything on a revolutionary break. 
With institutional critique, criticality is 
unbound. Critical autonomy is a matter of 
constant negotiation, of reflecting on one’s 
practice and its conditions in the full 
knowledge that power is not located elsewhere, 
but in the social relations one enters – even 
before becoming familiar with Foucault, many 
artists were well aware of this. 
 
 As a more or less tacit ideal in 
conjunction with a number of important 
artistic practices, critical autonomy has 
generated and maintained a type of embedded 
critical reflection that is badly needed. 
But while institutional critique’s attempts 
to sound out the limits and possibilities 
for artistic practice in the institutional 
forcefield remain important, the cumulative 
effect of its critical inquiries has been 
ambiguous at best. These reflections can 
ultimately become basic reflexes, and have 
certainly generated a long series of artistic 
and critical endgames, as well as a rather 
dubious, latently fetishistic fixation 
on institutions. Perversely, prolonged 
critique can become indistinguishable from 

celebration. It is no wonder 
that in the past decade, a new 
breed of art institution has 
eagerly presented itself as a 
“critical institution”, engaged 
in producing vital discourse.

 The series of what I have here 
termed modernist autonomy – 
avant-garde autonomy – critical 
autonomy seems to form a 
rather pat dialectical triad, 
corresponding to a cartoon image 
of dialectics being peddled 
in many places. But dialectics 
need not be the imposition 
of schematic constructions 
on history, resulting in 
proclamations of history 
having ended, the dialectical 
process having resulted in some 
ultimate synthesis. At its best, 
dialectical thinking apprehends 
history as a forever unresolved 
play of contradictions, open 
to being negated time and 
again. Deleuze and Guattari 
and their followers like to 
celebrate pure difference, but 
in order to actually make a 
difference, difference will 
always have an element of 
negation in it – which is not 
the same as saying that it 
will somehow be a mechanical 
negative image, in the manner of 
a photographic negative. Allan 
Kaprow’s happenings, to name one 
example, derived from Jackson 
Pollock’s art, from Hans Namuth’s 
photographs of Pollock at work, 
and from Harold Rosenberg’s 
writings on ‘action painting’ 
in ways that negated essential 
characteristics of each of these 
practices, yet also retained 
certain elements by transforming 
or translating them.
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 Is there a way beyond critical autonomy, 
or its dominant version, with its hardened 
conventions and focus on institutions? One 
way of answering this issue might be to focus 
on the role of subjectivity and performance. 
A good starting point for such an endeavour 
is the work of Harold Rosenberg, who in 
his famous 1952 essay ‘The American Action 
Painters’ stated that a painting that is an 
act ‘is inseparable from the biography of the 
artist. […] The new painting has broken down 
every distinction between art and life.’ For 
the action painter, the painting had become ‘an 
arena in which to act’.  Taking cues from dada 
and surrealism, as well as from existentialist 
philosophy, Rosenberg thus constructed a 
depoliticised version of avant-garde rhetoric 
that was calculated to offended Greenberg’s 
sensibilities.

 Ultimately, Rosenberg’s celebration of the 
act and the artist as prototypical subject 
goes back to a fundamental insight of Hegelian 
philosophy – and Hegel, of course, haunted 
both 1930s surrealism and Sartre’s work – that 
truth is not immediate. Truth can only come 
from a displacement, an action, from a cut; 
it is to be realised in time, in history. 
The fundamental negation of immediacy is 
the subject, which is the product of its own 
making, a becoming that comes into being 
by distinguishing itself from object. But 
the idealist subject-object dichotomy has, 
rightly, come under scrutiny. In proclaiming 
the ultimate triumph of the subject, Hegelian 
philosophy and its offspring tended to frame 
and subjugate the object as well as the 
subject itself, which had its destiny mapped 
out for it in accordance with a philosophical 
script. Hegel posited the absolute Spirit as 
the ultimate subject, and Marx argued that 
the proletariat as a class was the historical 
subject that would ultimately, via a revolution, 
bring about a classless society. In the 
late 1930s, Rosenberg had subscribed to the 
Trotzkyist version of this narrative – as 
had Greenberg. Greenberg, of course, would 
go on to turn modernist art itself into (a 
substitute for) a historical subject, while 

Rosenberg replaced the belief 
in the proletarian mass 
subject with a glorification of 
heroic artist-subjects.

 Rosenberg later declared 
that Marxist politics had 
foundered, ‘on the issue 
of the subjectivity of the 
proletariat’.  He saw an 
unresolvable tension between 
Marx’s insistence that the 
objective conditions of the 
proletariat would lead it to 
revolution and the activities 
of Marxist ‘revolutionary 
specialists’ trying to bring 
that subjectivity about, 
effectively using the workers 
as tools. In the 1960s, Guy 
Debord and the Situationist 
International fashioned 
themselves as such a group of 
revolutionary specialists, and 
in Debord’s view ‘May 68’ was 
more or less a reenactment 
of the October Revolution. 
What he failed to perceive is 
that the proletarian class 
subject was showing signs 
of disintegration, and in 
the wake of 1968 the notion 
of a “classical” communist 
revolution became increasingly 
untenable, and many came 
to share a conclusion that 
Harold Rosenberg had reached 
at an earlier stage: ‘In our 
century the intelligible 
plot of history presumed by 
various philosophies has to 
all appearances broken down 
[…] To the Hegelian Marx it 
was inconceivable that a 
historical situation should 
not ultimately produce its 
true protagonist. With us, 
however, the surrender of 
identity seems the first 
condition of historical action

 The place of the proletarian 
revolution was soon taken 
up by Deleuzo-Guattarian 
notions of micropolitics 
and “molecular revolution”. 
Guattari rightly criticised 
the traditional notion of 
the subject, writing instead 
about a continuing production 
of subjectivity that never 
coalesces into one definite 
subject.  There is much to 
be said for this rethinking 
of the issue of subjectivity, 
but it does have a rather 
ambiguous relationship with an 
economic regime – Post-Fordism 
– in which the production of 
subjectivities plays a crucial 
part. In this context, the 
cultural sector has become 
something of an avant-garde 
for the economy as a whole: 
as self-exploitative self-
performers, ever flexible 
and adaptable, cultural 
workers act out a constantly 
changing script.

 Harold Rosenberg’s later 
writings were already marked 
by anxiety concerning the 
act; genuine acts must be 
acts by autonomous subjects, 
but the status of the act had 
been undermined been by a 
relentless capitalist pressure 
to perform, to get with the 
programme. From the late 1980s 
on, Andrea Fraser would often 
foreground the pressures 
involved in self-performance 
in a series of performances 
mimicking lectures, guided 
tours and speeches whose 
monologues are replete with 
verbal slips and twitches. 
What we see here is a shift in 
institutional critique towards 

the subject, towards the site of subjectivation. 
Compared to the work of an older artist like 
Hans Haacke, who still positions himself as a 
critical subject in the institutional forefield, 
Fraser’s work collapses the distinction between 
outside and inside completely, as Fraser-the-
performer turns herself into a cast of quasi-
characters subject to competing ideological 
and discursive strains and beleaguered by 
performance anxiety. 

 In a rather beautiful recent text, Jan 
Verwoert has reflected on the problematic 
position of the act in a society marked by the 
pressure to perform: ‘Where do the barricades 
stand today, anyway? We are the avant-garde, 
but we are also the job slaves. We serve the 
customers who consume the communication and 
sociability that we produce. We work in the 
kitchens and call centres of the newly opened 
restaurants and companies of the prospectively 
burgeoning new urban centres of the service 
society. To offer our services we are willing 
to travel. Being mobile is part of our 
performance. So we travel, we go west to work, 
we go north to work, we are all around, we fix 
the minds, houses and cars of those who stay 
in their offices […] What would it mean to put 
up resistance against a social order in which 
performativity has become a growing demand, if 
not the norm? What would it mean to resist the 
need to perform? Is ‘resistance’ even a concept 
that would be useful to evoke in this context?
 
 It is no wonder that in recent years Herman 
Melville’s clerk Bartleby, with his mantra of 
‘I would prefer not to’, has become an object 
of fascination among cultural producers – not 
least visual artists. One might say that the 
character Bartleby is a sub-subject, a human 
thing, a residual person whose refusal to 
play the role of a ‘proper’ and well-behaved 
subject becomes, paradoxically, a real act. 
Perhaps subjectivation should be seen as a 
two-way street, creating a dialectic between 
the subject (still a powerful legal entity, if 
nothing else) and its dark other – a person 
whose place in relation to the subject is 
equivalent to that of the thing to the object. 
Bartleby, however, is a role model of such 
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take the form of choosing not to act. This 
could certainly be the nucleus for an ethic of 
performance, an ethics that would also be an 
aesthetic; this could be termed the project 
of performative autonomy – the pursuit of an 
ephemeral autonomy under the conditions of 
Post-Fordist performance. Without negating the 
important insights created by the previous 
conception of autonomy, this fourth notion 
of autonomy would move the focus from the 
institution to subjectivities that are produced 
by and operate in, as well as in between, 
institutions. If this is not to be limited to 
the individual sphere, however, such a project 
has to be articulated on a collective, and 
thereby political level. While a “classical” 
revolution may not be on the agenda, what 
should be attempted is the creation of a 
montage of different groups – from burnt-
out cultural workers to laid-off labourers 
and sans-papiers – and their activities. The 
specificity of individual practices needs to 
be incorporated into the constellation of 
interrelated performances and/or acts, situated 
at the fraying edge of art.

 As we are struggling to develop a 
contemporary conception and practice of 
autonomy, elements from previous “autonomies” 
may still prove relevant. In the early 1920s, 
the productivist critic Nikolai Tarabukin 
stated that the art of the future was to be 
transformed work; the statement can be found in 
a selection of Tarabukin’s writings published 
in the early 1970s French by Champ Libre, a 
left-wing publishing house at which Guy Debord 
was something of an éminence grise.   What 
united Tarabukin and Debord was the avant-
garde notion that in the future, art and life 
would have to form a continuum in which the 
division between creative acts on the one 
hand and dulling labour on the other would 
be abolished. Work in the sense of capitalist 
wage labour would be thing in the past; insofar 
as there would still be work, it would be 
indistinguishable from creative play. Now that 
we have witnessed a capitalist-realist version 
of such a transformation of work, of ourselves, 
Tarabukin’s slogan anachronistically reminds us 
of alternative futures.

terrifying rigidity and 
consequence that one would not 
ever seriously try to follow 
him. Perhaps he is useful in 
assuaging one’s conscience 
for giving in to yet another 
demand, for performing just a 
little bit harder. “I can’t, 
but I’ll do it anyway.”

 As Verwoert asks, ‘What could 
make you utter the magic 
words “I can’t”? Does it take 
a breakdown to stop you? Do 
the words “I can’t” already 
imply the acknowledgment 
of a breakdown, a failure 
to perform, a failure that 
would not be justifiable if 
your body didn’t authenticate 
your inability by physically 
stopping you? How could 
we restore dignity to the 
“I can’t”?’ Verwoert makes 
some thoughtful remarks 
on embracing the beauty of 
latency by making the ‘I 
can’t’ a part of work. Above 
all, however, he suggests 
that performance needs to be 
anchored in care for others. 
You act because you care; ‘So 
both the “I can” and the “I 
can’t” may originate from the 
“I care”.’  Performances that 
result from this interplay of 
forces (including texts such 
as this one) will often show 
the strains, but they will 
hopefully be more than mere 
symptoms.

 What Verwoert proposes is 
basically the development 
of strategies for turning 
performances back into acts, 
for making the leap from 
the implementation of an 
economic imperative to forms 
of action – that may in fact 
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 Kant ś thoughts about 
autonomy cover aspects of 
human rights, politics and 
the arts. Written in the 
spirit of enlightenment (in: 
Was ist Aufklärung?)  they 
were a necessary critique 
not only of the European 
absolutistic governments in 
the spirit of enlightenment, 
but were a necessary critique 
of enlightenment itself. In 
his text Kant confronted the 
benefits of true enlightenment 
with the vices that had become 
visible within the system. 
These thoughts revealed a 
paradox that still hounds 
enlightened societies to the 
present day: critique of the 
system is absorbed within the 
system as part of its self-
definition.

 The analysis of power 
today raises a fundamental 
critique of institutionalised 
power represented by the 
“global players” of modern 
democratic and worldwide 
economically networked 
governments. Parallel to 
the ubiquitous ideas about 
the web, concerning its 

community and economy, 
knowledge and social benefits, 
all tendered in market 
language, today ś neuroscience 
supports the phenomena of 
depersonalisation, of the 
loss of the individual and 
its free will. It is a “swarm 
being” that is being lived (by 
others? by other un-authored 
wills? by chemical and bio-
electronic neuron-cluster-
flickering?), that replaces the 
free subject’s ability to make 
a living of one’s own choice. 
Looking at the art world: 
the interactions of market, 
art criticism, sponsoring 
and public interests (towns, 
governments, interactive 
museum visitors’ blocks, 
visitor statistics that tell 
everyone monetarily involved 
about the success or failure 
in an objective language of 
figures), allows us to conclude 
that there is no space for 
autonomous art or autonomous 
artistic life. If it ś not 
the ‘terror of economics’ 
(Deleuze) that forces every 
successful artist to obey 
The Rules, then certainly 
he or she knows that to 
be successful, one has to 
skilfully apprehend the 
techniques of economy. To sell 
and be sold is intertwined 
with the ideology of freedom 
and of the individual – making 
us blind to the restrictions 
this cultural, economic and 
governmental practice implies.
But from Kant to Benjamin 
to Adorno, from Foucault to 
Agamben, we can extract a 
certain staunch resistance 
to being governed to such an 
extent; that it (nowadays an 
anonymous administration) 
threatens the basic ethics of 
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modern society, founded on 
autonomy: the right and the 
possibility to be critical, 
to raise critique. In this 
situation autonomy needs to be 
remembered and re-valued as 
a necessary tool to implement 
resistance to administration, 
to being governed to such an 
extent. These arguments for 
the necessity of critique 
recurrently call upon the 
role of “art” to take present 
conditions and enlarge them to 
existential human questions. 
Art’s ability to show borders 
by crossing and denying, by 
shifting and establishing 
them, reveals the structures 
of government (and of 
humanity) and the society it 
is in. Today, a practice of 
autonomy is needed as a vital 
form of resistance against 
its own consumption and 
neutralisation by a cynical 
(and perhaps sinister) system 
that levers out any true 
dialectics and make us believe 
that the dialectic is a self-
neutralisation of the problems 
it raised to deny that these 
problems exist. 

 If we can t́ say where 
autonomy will aim in the 
end, we might be able to say 
where it wants to escape 
from: a self-inflicted mental 
immaturity. In §59 of the 
Critique of Reason Kant states 
that one cannot realise 
‘the good being’ (the aim 
of reason).  Instead, one 
can symbolise it through 
aesthetics and the arts 
to show and to mark – to 
reveal the difference. 
Aesthetics (and art) becomes 
an instrument of a political 
realisation of the ‘good 

state’ – it is the (necessary) 
utopian function of art as 
a reminder of that which 
is not. Schiller made clear 
that humans need to be 
educated to become citizens 
(of the ‘good state’) – and 
that this education has to 
be aesthetic before being 
able to become political and 
gaining a consciousness of 
the historical.  Autonomy is 
connected in Kant ś philosophy 
with the free will and the 
idea of freedom. But he knows: 
freedom is an illusion, an 
idea of reason; the objective 
reality of freedom per se is 
highly doubtful; but it is 
a necessary illusion. As a 
necessary fiction it creates 
reality. Ethically this means: 
who is able to give him or 
herself the law is fulfilling 
the constitutive condition of 
personal soundness of mind.

 Autonomy within the arts
fulfils what Plato feared most
about the arts: to show, to
make visible that what they
show is made, is constructed
and invented (and can be
made different any time).
This bears a threatening
potential to de-stabilise
a state that is based on
divine (= unchangeable and
unquestionable) ideas.
Within autonomic operations,
power and its structures
become visible in a field of
possibilities and therefore
in a field that is changeable;
where the possible change
is held open. Operational
autonomy is the necessary
critique to reveal forms of
(and to what extent one is)
being governed.
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 “Finally, however, there is this fundamental 
stake in art and academy: the preservation, in 
an administered, affirmative culture, of spaces 
for critical debate and alternative vision.”
 
Hal Foster 

 Quite recently, according to Hal Fosters’s 
The Return of the Real (1996), critical 
theory became immanent to innovative art and 
furthermore I would say, the relative autonomy 
of aesthetics became the critical garnish 
decorating a high cultural experience. This is 
a story of the visual separation of a post-
war elite – with old money in fake investments 
and old politics based on idealistic morals 
of the generation of ‘68 – into conceptual 
models beyond the real, beyond the tangible 
and the proven and thus beyond affirmation. 
The dichotomy between abstraction and reality 
so championed by critical theory lost its 
authority.

 Likewise, a sense of reality got lost in the 
abstract chain of ‘isms. Art’s formal distance 
to reality has in fact become a distance to 

�

itself. Rhetorical notions of 
form and content, subjects 
and objects within specific 
spheres, have lost their 
visual clarity. Subjects got 
off track while the turnover 
of objects rose tremendously. 
Notions on the subject of 
presented objects lost 
communicative reference and 
communicative urgency and thus 
fell outside of our social 
body. Nowadays they cannot 
compete with visual/experience 
culture as channelled either 
via populist subjects or via 
designed objects. The high-art 
internal visual succumbing, 
the 20th century conqueror, 
is just as much a democratic 
myth as the idea of art being 
of authority for the masses. 
Abstract resistance is futile. 
The point of reference, lost. 
Taking a stance, seemingly 
impossible.

 Should we resist both high 
culture’s abstraction and 
populist design, or can we 
utilise each phenomenon? 
It seems that what might 
still be distinguished 
as the “high cultural” 
artistic domain neglects 
the potency of effective 
communication as practiced 
by designers. It seems that 
theoreticians ignore the 

“clear” communication of 
populists. The one side 
preaches abstract ideals to 
an “in” crowd without taking 
any responsibility on how 
to make these real through 
communication. Simultaneously 
however, there is little 
responsibility in the reality 
of an experience-based economy 
on the other side. If we’re 
people respecting our kind, 
then we should acknowledge the 
subjective within and amongst 
us. If not, then what kind of 
experiences are we to bring 
about?
 
 If we want to reason 
effectively and take a 
progressive position, we 
need to acknowledge that the 
imbalance between abstraction 
and reality needs to be 
revised continuously in order 
to make the tension between 
the two real and dynamic. 
While reasoning we must 
engage with both spheres. 
To reasoning effectively, 
we must reason clearly. To 
reason with responsibility, we 
must reason through morality 
and sincerity: by that I 
mean, an open construct of 
subjective truth at best. 
That’s emancipation in a true 
humanist legacy; indeed a form 
of libertarian socialism...
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